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16. Time Change and Killing [or Multi.Dimensional
Reflecting Diffusion

By Keniti SATO
Department of Mathematics, Tokyo Metropolitan University

(Comm. by Zyoiti SUETUNA, M.J.A., Feb. 12, 1963)

1o Introduction. H. Tanaka and the author have defined in

8 the local time on the boundary for multi-dimensional reflecting
diffusion. We show that this local time serves as a time change
function in reducing the diffusion to the Markov process on the
boundary introduced by T. Ueno [9_. This fact has been conjectured
by him in 9. In order to treat more general cases with killing
(mass defect), we prove some general results on Markov processes.
We also construct the diffusion with killing and sojourn on the
boundary, which is an extension of the results obtained by K. Ito
and H. P. McKean, Jr. [5 in one dimension and by N. Ikeda
in two dimensions.

The author wishes to thank T. Ueno for a variety of advices.
2. Definitions and notations. We use the definitions and nota-

tions of E. B. Dynkin [1 concerning Markov processes, unless spe-
cifically mentioned. Suppose a (temporally homogeneous) Markov
process X--(xt, , tt, P, Ot) with state space (E, .). We consider
the following conditions:

M 1. E is a locally compact Hausdorff space with a countable
base and

_
is the a-algebra generated by the open sets.

M2. Px(>0)--I for all xeE.
M 3. X is right-continuous.
M 4. X has the strict Markov property.
M 5. If r(o)j’r((o)5(o) for all oB, where r are random

variables independent of the future, then, for all x, x,,-->x (a.e. B, P).
M 6. -t+0 t"

If X satisfies the above conditions, X is a standard process in
the sense of Dynkin. We call t(w) (wet?t) a continuous [right-
continuous non-negative additive functional of X, if it satisfies the
following five conditions:

A 1. s(O.))’J-sDt((JO)--:)s+t(O) for all
A 2. Ft is _t-measurable;)

1) /t is the family of B such that, for every finite measure z, there exist B and
B.lt satisfying B=B=B. and P(B1)=P(B).

2) We put t-’- t+o N 37*.


